
Sookhee Choi’s Baby Picture Book

Did I Really?
Sold to Taiwan, Thailand
This is a story which a mom tells her daughter what 
she was like when she was a baby. As the mother 
compares her daughter to different animals, the girl 
gets excited knowing about herself when she was a 
baby.

It’s Okay
Sold to Taiwan
'Ants are small, snakes are footless, and ostriches 
cannot. But it's all rights. We do well what others 
cannot do.' This book helps children to 
understand healthy life and to have self-
confidence.

Me too, Me too
Sold to Taiwan
Running like a zebra or singing merrily like a bird 
- This book features babies imitating whatever 
they see and insist on doing things on their own. 
Imitating and performing independent activities 
are critical in baby's development.

Do You Want To Be My Friend?
Sold to Taiwan 
This child wants to be a friend saying a big hello, giving 
a present, sharing snacks, reading books together. The 
thought-provoking book to help children understand the 
idea of being a good friend. 



Sookhee Choi’s Baby Picture Book

When I See You
Sold to China, Taiwan
A fox lost his home in a tree-cut forest, a flying butterfly is 
covered in smoke, and a sea lion is unable to swim because 
of a piece of plastic wrapped around him. The child 
sympathizes with the pain of animals, trying to comfort and 
encourage them. 

Sky Child $ Earth Child 

A child in this story loves everything surrounded by. The 
author/illustrator quoted features of Chinese characters so 
that children can learn the meaning with fascinating pictures.  
The book covers: 天(sky), 日(sun), 月(moon), 星(star), 雲(cloud), 
地(ground), 山(mountain), 水(water), 木(tree), 化(flower), 父
(dad), and 母(mum).

One Big Egg
Sold to China
A picture book which encourages young 
children to learn numbers 0-10. From an egg to 
various animals, with counting numbers, 
children also can learn every living creature’s life 
is precious. 


